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New Book. Welcome to Club Chances, Philly s #1 male exotic strip club, where you can fulfill all your
fantasies and desires. Owner/operator Nancy Robinson gained full control of the club when her
husband was murdered during a robbery. Now she rules with an iron first, and her toughness is the
reason her business has been so successful. Nancy has help from India, her drop-dead gorgeous
daughter. Most of the dancers at the club have their eyes on her, but India is only interested in Ricky
Johnson. Better known as Mr. Orgasm, Ricky is the reason women line up faithfully every night,
waiting to get a glimpse of the phenomenon. India was warned never to mix business with pleasure,
but she finds Ricky irresistible. With his smooth chocolate skin and chiseled frame, he is a true work
of art. He s also known to break the heart of every woman he dates, but the bad-boy persona is
what turns India on. Unfortunately for India, Ricky harbors a deep, dark secret that could ruin her
stability, as well as her position at the club. India will soon learn why...
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Extensive guide! Its this kind of great read. It is really simplistic but excitement from the 50 percent of your pdf. I am just quickly will get a pleasure of
looking at a composed book.
-- Tom a sa  B ins-- Tom a sa  B ins

Excellent eBook and useful one. It can be rally fascinating throgh looking at period. You can expect to like just how the blogger create this publication.
-- Myr l Schm itt-- Myr l Schm itt
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